Press Release
Devoteam acquires Alegri, a leading player of Digital
Workplace and Cloud Transformation in Germany
With this acquisition Devoteam reinforces its position and
transformation
capabilities
in
one
of
its
strategic
geographies
Paris, July 12, 2018
Devoteam, a pure player in digital transformation of large organisations in EMEA,

today announced the acquisition of 100% of Alegri International Service GmbH, a
leading consulting company for Digital Workplace & IT transformation in
Germany.
Alegri helps large accounts across various sectors (Automotive, Pharmaceutical,
Industry, Finance, Retail), to move to a digital workplace, and agile cloud centric
IT, notably using Microsoft solutions.
Alegri, headquartered in Munich with offices across Germany, Switzerland &
Austria, has 240 employees and should achieve revenues of about €40 million in
2018 with a high single digit operating margin rate. The acquisition is subject to
customary closing conditions, and should be consolidated as of July 1st, 2018.
Alegri will become Devoteam|Alegri.
For Stanislas de Bentzmann, Devoteam co-founder & CEO, “this acquisition is a
significant move for Devoteam to reinforce our overall position on the Digital
Workplace space, one of our strategic offers, and it also brings our size in
Germany, one of our strategic geographies, to close to €100 million revenues per
year. With Alegri joining Devoteam we will be able to accelerate the growth of
their current activities, while leveraging the group assets, especially our strategic
partnership with Google, to provide strong Workplace & IT transformation offers
to our German and International clients.”
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For Andreas Radix, Alegri COO, “we are excited to join an international group with
an entrepreneurial culture, bringing our unique expertise to Devoteam’s strategic
offer. This will give us the international reach and the capabilities to take greater
commitments towards our large accounts customers. Alegri and Devoteam
together

now

will

be

able

to

offer

a

broader

approach

to

workplace

transformation, secured & compliant by design, deeply transforming business
lines (IT, process & people).”

About Devoteam
At Devoteam, we deliver innovative technology consulting for business.
As a pure player for Digital Transformation of large organisations across EMEA, our 5,500+
professionals are dedicated to ensuring our clients win their digital battles. With a unique
transformation DNA, we connect business and technology.
Present in 17 countries in Europe and the Middle East, and drawing on more than 20 years
of experience, we shape Technology for People, so it creates value for our clients, for
our partners and for our employees.
Devoteam should achieve yearly revenues of almost €650 million in 2018(e).
At Devoteam, we are Digital Transformakers.
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